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SAME LEGENDARY EXPERIENCE 
DIGITAL VENUE

http://www.instagram.com/eastofellie
http://www.linkedin.com/company/east-of-ellie-an-events-company
http://www.vimeo.com/eastofellie
http://www.facebook.com/eastofellie
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Digital events are here to stay. 
So why wouldn’t we make them legendary? 
The answer is, we would. The world of events 
looks different right now, but our mission remains 
the same. Our passion lies in creating legendary 
experiences that include human connection and 
powerful content.
 
Same East of Ellie experience - new perspective. 
See what we’ve been up to at digital.eastofellie.com

THE ONLY THING THAT HAS
CHANGED IS THE VENUE

http://www.digitial.eastofellie.com
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IMMERSIVE
EXPERIENCES

Your guests deserve a 
relevant, immersive &  on-
brand experience regardless 
of their physical location. 
We design events that live  
digitally, and deliver on 
creating a one-of-a-kind 
connection.
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Wow your guests from the start. Bring the 
experience to your attendees, influencers and 
elite guests homes with a custom curated 
brand box.

THE DIGITAL DETAILS
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We understand that the hands-on, unique experiences that 
you have come to look forward to at in-person events are 
what makes your events stand out. Look no further, we have 
a fresh perspective.

RE-DEFINING INTERACTION
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LIVE PRESENTATIONS

Location is no longer an issue - 
to get the best production value 
during your virtual event, we’ll 
select the best immersive digital 
event platform out there for you 
to livestream right from home, a 
production studio or HQ to your 
attendees world wide. 
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DESIGN
Every event deserves a concept. Together we can dream 
it. Our in-house graphics and video production team 
handles all your event creative needs, even the needs you 
didn’t know you needed. From virtual venues, sprucing up 
those speaker presentations, whipping up a welcome video 
— leave it to us to execute it. 
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Just because your teams are apart doesn’t mean we can’t 
bring them closer than ever. We design experiences that 
live in a virtual format but have tangible elements that we 
will deliver to your event attendees to enhance the guest 
experience. We’re talking - team building, entertainment, 
photo booths and more. Any ‘in real life experience’ you 
can think of, we can deliver it online. Yes, seriously. 

EXPERIENCE
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EVENT MANAGEMENT
What’s our goal? To make your life easier. We make sure 
your event is just as the renderings promised, all presenters 
nail their cues, and every guest’s needs are exceeded. From 
spreadsheets to status meetings, we keep organized so 
you don’t have to. Consider it handled.
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Digital events are here to stay 
so let’s make them legendary.

LET’S
CONNECT

DIGITAL.EASTOFELLIE.COM
DIGITAL@EASTOFELLIE.COM

http://www.instagram.com/eastofellie
http://www.linkedin.com/company/east-of-ellie-an-events-company
http://www.vimeo.com/eastofellie
http://www.facebook.com/eastofellie

